In contrast with most internet topology measurement research, our concern here is not to obtain a map as complete and precise as possible of the whole internet. Instead 
Introduction.
Since the end of the nineties, constructing maps of the internet using traceroute-like measurements received much attention, see for instance [13, 26, 18, 3, 20, 14, 21, 7, 29, 16, 27] . Such measurements are however partial and they may contain significant bias [19, 6, 8, 9, 17, 4] . As a consequence, much effort is nowadays devoted to the collection of more accurate data [26, 3, 5, 28] , but this task is challenging.
In order to avoid these issues and obtain some insight on internet topology dynamics, we use here a radically different approach: we focus on what a given machine sees of the topology around itself, which we call an ego-centered view (it basically is a routing tree measured in a traceroutelike manner). These ego-centered measurements may be performed very efficiently (typically in minutes, and inducing low network load); it is therefore possible to repeat them in periodic rounds, and obtain in this way information on the dynamics of the topology, at a time-scale significantly higher than previous approaches (see for instance [23, 8] ).
Taking advantage of these strengths, we conduct massive radar-like measurements of the internet. We provide both the measurement tool and the collected data, and show that they reveal interesting features of the observed topology.
Measurement framework.
One may use traceroute directly to collect ego-centered views by probing a set of destinations. This approach however has serious drawbacks. First, as detailed in [11] and illustrated in Figure 1 , the measurement load is highly unbalanced between nodes and there is much redundancy in the obtained data (intuitively, one probes links close to the monitor much more than others). Even worse, this implies that the obtained information is not homogeneous, and thus much more difficult to analyse rigorously (for instance, the dynamics may seem higher close to the monitor). Finally, though the measurement would intuitively produce a routing tree, the obtained view actually differs significantly from a tree (see for instance [28] ). Again, this makes the analysis (visualisation of the data, for instance) more intricate.
Finally, the direct traceroute approach has multiple severe drawbacks. In this section we first design an egocentered measurement tool remedying to this. We then include it in a radar measurement scheme.
Ego-centered measurements.
As already discussed in various contexts [12, 11, 10, 24, 22, 27] , one may avoid the issues described above by performing tree-like measurements in a backward way: given a set of destinations to probe, one first discovers the last link on the path to each of them, then the previous link on each of these paths, and so on; when two (or more) paths reach the same node then the probing towards all corresponding destinations, except one, stops 1 . However, as illustrated in Figure 1 , naive such measurements encounter serious problems because of routing changes and other events. We provide a solution in the tracetree algorithm below: the tree nodes are not IP addresses anymore, but pairs composed of an IP address (or a star if a timeout occurred) and the TTL at which it was observed (see Figure 1 for an illustration). This is sufficient to ensure that the obtained view is a tree, while keeping the algorithm very simple. It sends only one packet for each link, and thus is optimal. Moreover, each link is discovered exactly once, which gives an homogeneous view of the topology and balances the measurement load.
Algorithm 1: tracetree algorithm. 
From such trees with (IP,TTL) nodes, one obtains a tree on IP addresses by applying the following filter (illustrated in Figure 1) 2 : first merge all nodes of the tree which correspond to a same IP; remove loops (links from an IP to itself); iteratively remove the stars with no successor; merge all the stars which are successor of a same node into a unique star; construct a BFS tree of the obtained graph which leads to a tree on IP addresses 3 ; iteratively remove the leaves which are not the last nodes encountered when probing any destination. The key point is that the obtained tree is a possible IP routing tree from the monitor to the destinations (similar to a broadcast tree). The obtained tree contains almost as much information as the original tracetree output and has the advantage of being much more simple to analyse. We evaluated the impact of this filtering on our observations, and found that it was negligible: Detailing this is out of the scope of this paper.
Many non-trivial points would deserve more discussion. For instance, one may apply a greedy sending or receiving strategy (by replacing line α or β in Algorithm 1 by a while, respectively); identifying reply packets is nontrivial, as well as extracting the relevant information from the read packets; introducing a delay may be necessary to stay below the maximal ICMP sending rate of the monitor; one may consider answers received after the timeout but before the end of the measurement (whereas we ignore them); one may use other protocols than ICMP (the classical traceroute uses UDP or ICMP packets); the initial order of the destinations may have an impact on the measurement; there may be many choices for the BFS tree in the filter; etc. However, entering in such details is far beyond the scope of this paper, and we refer to the code and its documentation [2] for full details.
Radar.
With the tracetree tool and its filtered version, we have the ground material to conduct radar measurements: given a monitor and a set of destinations, it suffices to run periodic ego-centered measurements, which we call measurement rounds. The measurement frequency must be high enough to capture interesting dynamics, but low enough to keep the network load reasonable. We will discuss this in the next section.
The only remaining issue is the estimation of distances towards destinations, which is a non-trivial task in general [22] . This plays a key role here, since over-estimated distances lead to several packets hitting destinations. Underestimated distances, instead, miss the last links towards the destinations.
One may however suppose that the distance between the monitor and any destination generally is stable between consecutive rounds of radar measurement. Then, the distances at a given round are the ones observed during the previous round. If the distance happens to be under-estimated (we do not see the destination at this distance), then we set it to a default maximal value (generally equal to 30) and start the measurement from there (and we update the corresponding distance for the next round).
Measurement and data.
First notice that many parameters (including the monitor and destination set) may have a deep impact on the obtained data. Estimating this impact is a challenging task since testing all combinations of parameters is totally out of reach. In addition, the continuous evolution of the measured object makes it difficult to compare several measurements: the observed changes may be due to parameter modifications or to actual changes in the topology.
To bypass these issues while keeping the study rigorous, we propose the following approach. We first choose a set of seemingly reasonable parameters, which we call base parameters (see Section 3.1). Then we conduct measurements with these parameters from several monitors in parallel. On some monitors, called control monitors, we keep these parameters constant; on others, called test monitors, we alternate periods with base parameters and periods where we change (generally one of) these parameters. Control monitors make it possible to check that the changes observed from test monitors are due to changes of parameters, not to events on the network. The alternation of periods with base parameters and modified ones also makes it possible to confirm this, and to observe the induced changes in the observations. In many cases, it is also possible to simulate what one would have seen in principle if the parameters had stayed unchanged, which gives further insight (we will illustrate this below).
We use a wide set of more than one hundred monitors scattered around the world, provided by PlanetLab [25] and other structures (small companies and individual DSL links) [2] . In order to be as general as possible, and to simplify the destination setup, we use destinations chosen by sampling random valid IP addresses and keeping those answering to ping at the time of the list construction. Other selection procedures would of course make sense (this raises interesting perspectives).
Our base parameters and data set.
In all the paper, the base parameters consist of a set of 3 000 destinations for each monitor, a maximal TTL of 30, a 2 seconds timeout and a 10 minutes delay between rounds. All our measurements were conducted with variations of these parameters; wherever it is not explicitly specified, the parameters were the base ones. We ran measurements continuously during several weeks, with some interruptions due to monitors and/or local network shutdowns. The obtained data is available at [2] .
Influence of parameters.
Using the methodology sketched above, we show here how to rigorously evaluate the influence of various parameters. We focus on a few representative ones only, the key conclusion being that the base parameters described above fit our needs very well.
Figure 2 (left) shows the impact of the inter-round delay: on the rightmost part the delay was significantly reduced, leading to an increase in the observation's time resolution (i.e. more points per unit of time). It is clear from the figure that this has no significant impact on the observed behavior. In particular, the variations in the number of IP addresses seen, though they have a higher resolution after the speedup, are very similar before and after it. Moreover, the control monitor shows that the base time scale is relevant, since improving it does not reveal significantly higher dynamics. tions display a smaller number of IP addresses than direct measurements with these numbers of destinations (the control monitor proves that this is not due to a simultaneous topology change). This is due to the fact that probing towards 10 000 destinations induces too high a network load: since some routers answer to ICMP packets with a limited rate only [15] , overloading them makes them invisible to our measurements. Importantly, this does not occur in simulations of 1 000 destination measurements from ones with 3 000, thus showing that the load induced with 3 000 destinations is reasonable, to this regard.
Figure 2 (right) shows the impact of the timeout value. As expected, decreasing the timeout leads to a decrease in the round duration. However, it also causes more replies to probe packets to be ignored because we receive them after the timeout. A good value for the timeout is a compromise between the two. We observe that the round duration is only slightly larger with a timeout of 2s than with a timeout of 1s (contrary to the change between a timeout of 4 and 2s). The base value of the timeout (2s) seems therefore appropriate, because it is rather large and does not lead to a long round duration.
We also considered other observables (like the number of stars seen at each round, and the number of packets received after the timeout), for measurements obtained from various monitors and towards various destinations; in all cases, the conclusion was the same: the base parameters proposed above meet our requirements.
Comparison with traceroute.
As explained in Section 2.1, a key goal of our tracetree measurement tool is to perform significantly better than direct use of traceroute in our context. To evaluate this, we compare the difference in the obtained information with traceroute and tracetree, as well as the load they induce on the network (Figure 3 , left and center). First notice that the plot as a function of the number of rounds with traceroute is higher than the one with tracetree, as expected: any traceroute round gathers slightly more data than the corresponding tracetree round (below 1 %, here). It is however much more interesting to compare them in terms of the number of packets sent (reflecting the load induced on the network and our ability to increase the measurement frequency). The plots show that, to this regard, tracetree is much more efficient than direct traceroute measurements: here, tracetree reaches 14 100 distinct IP addresses with around 3 millions packets, while traceroute needs around 4.5 millions packets.
Recall moreover that the load induced by tracetree is balanced among links, which is not the case for trace- route, see Figure 3 (right). We can see that some links are probed a very high number of times at each round (typically up to 3 000 times if we use 3 000 destinations). See [12, 11, 10] for detailed studies of such effects. Finally, in addition to the key advantage of providing homogeneous tree ego-centered views of the topology, the tracetree tool also is much more efficient than traceroute in terms of the number of packets sent, thus making it possible to repeatedly run it in radar measurements with a reasonable network cost.
Towards event detection.
One key interest of our measurements is that they make it possible to observe the dynamics of the IP internet topology from an ego-centered perspective, at a time scale of a few minutes only. In particular, detecting events in this dynamics, i.e. major changes in the topology, is very appealing from a security and modeling point of view.
A most natural direction to try and detect events is to observe the number of distinct IP addresses seen at each round, as plotted in Figure 4 . Clear events indeed appear in such plots, under the form of downward peaks. However, this provides little information, if any: these peaks may be caused by temporary partial or total connectivity losses at the monitor (or close to it), not by important events at the internet level. On the other hand, one may notice that no significant upward peak appears in this plot. Notice that this is a non-trivial fact: from a topological point of view, such peaks would be possible; the fact that they do not occur reflects non-trivial properties of the topology and its dynamics, which we leave for further study.
Interestingly, the plot of the number of distinct IP addresses seen during ten consecutive rounds, Figure 4 , has very different characteristics. It exhibits upward peaks (the distribution of observed values, presented in Figure 5 , left, confirms that these peaks are statistically significant outliers). These peaks reveal important changes in the IP ad- dresses observed in consecutive rounds, and thus important routing changes: though the number of observed IP addresses is roughly the same before and after these events, the ego-centered views have changed.
To illustrate this, we present in Figure 6 a graph obtained by merging ego-centered views measured before and after such an upward peak. We can clearly see that this peak corresponds to a large number of new edges appearing in a specific part of the network, confirming the occurrence of a significant event.
Another approach consists in detecting events occurring during a measurement from round i to round j by comparing it to the measurement from round i−k to round i, which serves as a reference: we consider the IP addresses seen during the period of interest which were not observed in the reference period. We call these IP addresses the new addresses. Our observations show that it is natural to observe such new addresses during any measurement. However, one may expect that events of interest will lead to the appearance of connected groups of such addresses; we therefore propose to compute the connected components composed of new addresses 4 as a way to observe these events. We display such components in Figure 5 (center), together with their neighborhood. This figure shows clearly that, in some cases, the observed components are non-trivial islands of newly observed nodes, revealing local events in the network. Figure 5 (right) however shows that such nontrivial islands are quite rare: most connected components of new nodes are very small, often reduced to a single node (949 over a total of 1 457 components, in our example). Despite this, some large components appear (the largest one in our example has size 17, and 15 components have size at least 10), thus revealing underlying events of interest.
Another important characteristic of connected components of new addresses is the number of rounds needed to discover all their nodes, defined as the round number at which their last node was discovered minus the round number at which their first node was, plus one. Indeed, short discovery times indicate that all the new nodes under concern probably appeared because of a same event. Large times, instead, show that several events (located close to each other in the network) occurred. The examples in Figure 5 (center) show that both cases occur.
The distribution of the number of rounds needed to discover each component of new nodes (not represented here) is very heterogeneous, with many components discovered very rapidly and others much more slowly. This gives little information, however, as the discovery time may depend strongly on the component size. Studying the correlations between the two (not represented here) confirms this, but it also shows that some large connected components are discovered very rapidly.
The two approaches we described point out specific moments at which events occurred; one may then observe the data more closely, in order to investigate the nature of these events. We leave this for further research. Figure 4 : the graph is obtained by merging 100 rounds before the event together with a single round after the event. Edges in bold black are edges that were seen in the round after the event but not in the 100 rounds before.
Conclusion and perspectives.
In this paper, we propose, implement, and illustrate a new measurement approach which makes it possible to study the dynamics of IP-level internet topology at a time scale of a few minutes. We provide a rich dataset consisting in radar measurements from more than one hundred monitors towards thousands of destinations, conducted for several weeks in continuous.
The most important direction for further research is of course the analysis of collected data. A particularly appealing goal is the detection of events in the dynamics of the observed topology; this raises difficult fundamental questions, such as the characterization of normal dynamics, or the identification of relevant time scales for the observation.
Other promising directions include visualizing the observed dynamics, and conducting more radar measurements to gain a deeper insight (for instance, one could conduct simultaneous measurements from several monitors to observe the dynamics from different viewpoints).
